


Ramadan is a blessed month Ramadan is a blessed month 
that increases a Muslim’s that increases a Muslim’s 
spiritual awareness, and                    spiritual awareness, and                    
reminds people of their                     reminds people of their                     

duties towards the needy in duties towards the needy in 
the community.the community.  



~~Don’tDon’t  dance or sing in public at any timedance or sing in public at any time. .   
  

~~Don’tDon’t  play loud music at any time in your car, on the beach play loud music at any time in your car, on the beach 
or even at home. If you do play music; just make sure it can’t or even at home. If you do play music; just make sure it can’t 
be heard outside your car or home and try to use                           be heard outside your car or home and try to use                           
headphones. Quiet background music is acceptable.headphones. Quiet background music is acceptable.  
  

~~Don’t Don’t wear revealing or tight fitting clothes in public.wear revealing or tight fitting clothes in public.  
  

~~Don’tDon’t  smoke, drink, chew gum or eat in public during the smoke, drink, chew gum or eat in public during the 
hours of sunrise to sunset. This includes while you are                    hours of sunrise to sunset. This includes while you are                    
driving as well as public places such as malls, cinemas or             driving as well as public places such as malls, cinemas or             
offices.offices.  
  

~~Don’tDon’t  say bad things about people.say bad things about people.  



  

~~DoDo  say say ““Ramadan KareemRamadan Kareem” to your Muslim friends and                ” to your Muslim friends and                
colleagues.colleagues.  
  

  

~~DoDo  drink and eat in the designated areas provided only, drink and eat in the designated areas provided only, 
where the door can be closed. where the door can be closed.   
  

  

~~DoDo  dress respectfully, covering knees and shoulders.dress respectfully, covering knees and shoulders.  
  

  

~~DoDo  give to the poor and help the needy. give to the poor and help the needy.   
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